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Abstract

This study examines how young adult romantic couples use I-language (talk about one’s own feelings or thoughts) in arguments that emerge in the couple’s natural contexts. A discourse analytic approach is used to examine how I-language is used in conflict among young adult intimates. Focus is given to the role that evaluations and assessments play in managing talk about one’s feelings during arguments. One of the central findings is that arguments tend to be initiated with I-language feelings talk. However, rather than stymieing conflict, I-language use was met with deflection that utilized objective rejoinders. However, when I-language was built not simply as a way of showing how one felt, but rather to show an awareness of the other’s feelings or the overall dynamic in general (a kind of meta-subjective awareness), I-language did tend to promote alignment and/or affiliation. This study thus offers a helpful window into not only the lived everyday texture of young adult couples argumentative interactions, but also a micro-analytic look at how those interactions both falter and at times succeed in circumventing conflict.
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1. Introduction

One of the historically accepted dictums within the lore of interpersonal communication is that the use of ‘I-language’ (talking about your own feelings/perspectives) as opposed to ‘you-language’, particularly during conflict among romantic intimates, is less likely to result in negative emotions and more likely to lead to cooperation from the recipient (Bieson, Schooler & Smith, 2016; Kidder, 2017; Kubany, Richard, Bauer, & Muraoka, 1992, 1995a, 1995b; Rogers, Howieson, & Neame, 2018). The popularity of I-statements as a conflict resolution device is longstanding and was originally broached by the American psychologist Thomas Gordon (1970) who coined the term ‘I messages’, which was an extension of Carl Rogers’ (1951) encouragement of couples to take responsibility for their own feelings by using I-statements to communicate with one another.

The justification for this within interpersonal communication research derives mostly from attribution theory (see Ross, 1977), which argues that taking ownership for one’s emotions and feelings tends to predict positive reactions in recipients. To the extent that people take responsibility (i.e., an internal attribution) for their negative feelings (rather than blaming the other), they are more likely to be heard by their partner. In contrast, attribution theory predicts that when speakers blame their partners for their negative feelings (i.e., make an external attribution), an inhospitable reaction is likely. Over the last half century, the use of I-statements to communicate one’s feelings and mitigate conflict has thus been widely encouraged across both academic and self-help psychological literature (see Bieson, Schooler & Smith, 2016; Bloomquist, 2012; Bruneau & Saxe, 2012; Hargie, 2011; Heydenberk & Heydenberk, 2007; Kidder, 2017; Moore, 2014; Rogers, Howieson, & Neame, 2018; Simmons, Gordon & Chambliss 2005; Whitcomb & Whitcomb, 2013).

Despite its longstanding popularity, research promoting the use of I-statements in conflict management is surprisingly weak and derives mostly from anecdotal therapeutic observations or detached experimental mockups that utilize hypothetical scenarios. And in some cases, the findings have been counterintuitive. For example, interventional research (e.g., Jacobson et. al., 1984) has found that while the trained use of I-statements often lead to a decrease in negative interactions over the short term, they did not predict an increase in positive interaction, and that couples often reported quickly relapsing back into the use of You-language with accompanying levels of conflict. In Joanna Wolfe and Elizabeth Powell’s (2009) qualitative work on female engineers’ conversations, they surprisingly found that ‘I-feel’ statements were often ineffective and counter-productive, even backfiring at times.

This coincides with contemporary research that has argued that focusing on one’s own feelings can make a person
vulnerable and open to having their perspectives refuted rather than accepted (Nosko, Wood, & Molema, 2010; Weisbuch, Ivcevic, & Ambady, 2009). This may be particularly true for young adults situated within present-day ‘selfie’ culture. In the present world of hyper-digitally mediated youth interpersonal communication, the ubiquity of social media exacerbates the press to constantly share what one thinks and feels, which may at times seem off-putting or even narcissistic, thus inviting resistance. It is possible this resistance may affect the way focusing on one’s own feelings comes across, especially when disagreement lurks. In short, the empirical research on the use and effectiveness of I- versus You-statements during interpersonal conflict is not straightforward and has rarely been studied in actual everyday live interactions, especially between young adult romantic partners in contemporary interactional contexts.

The present study focuses on the use of I-language (talk about one’s own feelings) in arguments between young adult romantic intimates in their everyday lived contexts. Extant research on the arguments between romantic couples focuses mostly on the effects of negative communication styles during couple's arguments (see Argyle & Furman 1983; Cramer 2001; Estrada 2012; Gottman & Levenson 2002; Trapp & Hoff 1985). Though useful in certain contexts, this arena of research rarely examines the spontaneous occurrence of the couple’s arguments as they emerge in real time. The arguments are often collected via self-reports or from interviews. Consequently, we know very little about how couples manage everyday arguments as they spontaneously emerge, in real time, as part of the social business of everyday interactions. And we know even less about how the press to focus on oneself in ‘selfie’ culture may impact the effectiveness of I-language in managing conflict.

Although there is a wide range of research foci when it comes to arguments, this study focuses specifically on what happens when young adult romantic couples use I-language (talk about their own feelings) to formulate what could be heard as a criticism or complaint about their partner during arguments. It is possible that the when speakers use I-language to refer to their own feelings about something potentially contentious, it will disarm their partner and stymie conflict and enhance positive communication. This would be in keeping with the historically popular understanding and recommendation for the use of I-language. However, it is also possible that in contemporary young adult culture I-language is not as neat and tidy as one might expect, and that it’s use will serve at times as a preliminary for various types of counters or resistance. This study aims to serve as an initial foray into understanding this phenomena.

2. A Discursive Psychological Approach

A Discursive Psychological approach is the method used in this study to analyze the ways young adult romantic partners use feelings (or I-language) in arguments. Discursive psychology (DP) focuses on analytically rich and descriptive accounts of human subjectivity (Edwards, 1997, 2007; Edwards & Potter, 2017; Potter, 1996, 2003). DP approaches subjectivity not through self-report, but by examining how people make relevant their own and other’s dispositions, feelings, and often mental states while building assessments and descriptions of things. With respect to arguments, speakers will often reference to their own ‘feelings’, the feelings of the other, about what happened or should have happened (see Edwards, 1995). Discursive Psychology does not treat these feelings as reflections of an inner psychological/mental world, but rather treats them as social and interactional resources that speakers use to tend to the business of relationships. In addition, feelings talk often rhetorically manages accountability or blame (Edwards, 1995, 1999).

A DP approach is rhetorically sensitive in that it attempts to identify the argumentative organization of talk (Billig, 1987). This entails a close look at how talk is built to work up versions of reality that often present contradictory and inconsistent versions of people, states of mind, motives, and events (Billig, 1987). Potter (1996) notes that there is an ‘offensive’ and ‘defensive’ rhetorical nature to the ways assessments and descriptions are built in talk, an idea consonant for a DP examination of arguments. Rhetoric works offensively in so far as it undermines alternative positions and it works defensively in so far as it has the capacity to resist or deflect potential challenges or counters. Since talk that involves criticisms is delicate, it will likely encompasses a variety of rhetorical functions (both offensively and defensively) to make claims that are not easily countered.

Additionally, the present study involves moments of heated arguments, where feelings are being used by speakers to make assessments of both what they are feeling and what their partners are purportedly doing (see Edwards & Potter, 2017). As such, the kind of interactional work brought off during argumentative exchanges is clearly a matter of accountability (see Edwards, 1995; Edwards & Potter, 1992), e.g., delivering and deflecting blame, constructing veracity, owning epistemic rights, as well as handling the sensitive issues surrounding being liked/loved by one’s partner. Accountability in DP highlights the ways versions of events are constructed to imply responsibility. That is, when versions or descriptions are offered, they are done so in specific ways that attend to the often delicate issues of blame and mitigation (Edwards, 1995; Edwards & Potter, 1992). In DP, attention is given to the ways speakers assign (or deflect) responsibility, meaning that descriptions of events are generally likely to have at the very least an inferential relationship to the actions and agency of the speaker.
Consonant for a DP study on how feelings-talk works in arguments, Edwards and Potter (2017) make a useful distinction between subject-side (S-side) and object-side (O-side) assessments (see also, Pomerantz, 1984). O-side assessments are generally more prevalent in natural conversations. They carry epistemic weight or priority because they are constructed as being true independent of the speaker (see Heritage & Raymond, 2005). They are often useful for delivering compliments as they do not restrict the judgment to the speaker (Wiggins & Potter, 2003). S-side assessments (e.g., I-language positions) are generally useful for talking about one’s feelings—for restricting the judgment to the speaker, for showing that one has the relevant experience to enable an assessment, and for delivering a negative assessment without offending the other. S-sides are also good for avoiding offense, misalignment, and for generally managing interactional sensitivities, which squares with the historical preference for I-language. They often enable disagreement without contradiction; one can define differences as a matter of subjective preference or taste (see Edwards & Potter, 2017). They are also good for doing compliment receipts (Wiggins & Potter, 2003). The following analyses will look specifically at the use of S-sides and O-sides to manage I-language in arguments between young adult romantic partners.

3. Data

The current project is part of a larger series of studies interested in intimacy, identity, and romantic attraction in emerging adults (see Korobov, 2011a, 2011b, 2017, 2018, 2020; Korobov & Laplante, 2013). Young adult couples (ages 19-26) were recruited from a large university in the Southeast USA through word of mouth, posters, and emails. To be eligible to participate, all couples had to report being in a committed romantic relationship for at least 6 months. Though we were open to both heterosexual and homosexual couples, all the couples that agreed to participate were heterosexual. The resulting participant pool was thus comprised of 20 heterosexual romantic couples from the university and the local community. The study received IRB approval. Proper ethical guidelines were followed, including the provision of pseudonyms for all participants.

The aim was to procure data from natural settings rather than researcher moderated interviews or questionnaires. Participants were told that they would be participating in a study interested in the conversations that take place between young adult couples in the spaces of their everyday home-lives. Each couple was given a digital audio recorder to take home for 2 weeks with the instruction to simply turn the recorder on whenever they were hanging out (i.e., eating meals, driving in the car, taking a walk, cuddling, watching TV, cooking, etc). At the end of the two weeks, the digital recorders were returned, and the participants were paid $25. In sum, each couple produced an average of approximately 7 hours of recorded conversational interaction, for a total of approximately 140 hours of conversational data.

Although the conversations took place in the couple’s natural everyday settings, the participants did have to self-select about when to turn the audio recorders on and tend to them somewhat. That said, the participants rarely oriented to or made mention of the audio recorders, nor did any participants self-censor or display discomfort about being recorded. Their conversations had a very natural rhythm and feel to them, which is not surprising given the fact that young adults are now, more than ever, thought of as an increasingly confessional generation of young adults accustomed to performing their identities across an array of social media outlets (see Nosko, Wood, & Molema 2010). Social scientists have further noted that arguments and verbal tiffs, as well as the types of critique-and-response patterns evidenced in this data set, are normalized as parts of candid self-presentation and that now, more than ever, it may be trendy to be candid—i.e., edgy, real, and provocative (Chiou 2006; Weisbuch, Ivecvic, & Ambady 2009; Valkenburg & Peter 2009). As such, the natural interactional contexts used in this study, as well as this developmental age of young adulthood, may be apropos for capturing argumentative moments rife with feelings talk.

The data presented here is a subset of a wider study examining the conversations between young adult romantic partners. This study focuses on the ways couples argue, specifically examining the use of I-language, or feelings (vis-à-vis S-side and O-side assessments). Analysis thus focuses on argumentative exchanges. One key finding that drives the present focus was that many (over 61%) of the arguments contained moments where one speaker would deflect a contentious or critical I-language type position back on to her/his partner. These moments are the focus for the current analyses below. A light version of Jefferson’s (2004) transcription conventions (see Appendix 1) is used, which is standard for DP.

4. Analysis

The following analyses are parsed according to the most common forms of receipt for the use of I-language (S-sides) in the couple’s arguments. The most prevalent response to the use of one’s own feelings (S-sides) to initiate and manage conflict was deflection by using O-side rejoinders. In excerpt 1, Dee says that she is hurt because she feels she is not enough for Earl. Note Earl’s O-side deflections.
4.1 The use of O-sides to Deflect the I-language of S-side Feelings Talk

Excerpt 1

DE 3 (112:04)
1 Dee: you know I hate doin’ this with’u (.) I’m
2 hurt (.) feel like I’m not enough sometimes.
3 Erl:  babe you bring that on yourself (.) that’s you.
4 Dee:  ughh: (.) wow (.) so I’m jus’ left like that (.)
5 like this is how I feel Earl (.) damn.
6 Erl:  it IS: kinda on you (.) ya know (.) that’s what
7 you gotta deal with I guess (.) but don’t put it on me.

Dee uses I-language to note that she feels like she is not enough for her boyfriend. She marks the delicacy of such confessions by saying she hates doing this with him. She uses a S-side (I’m hurt I feel) to mark that her feelings about what Earl is doing are her own, which may stymie a negative response. Such opening S-sides were common this data set. Note, however, how Earl responds in line 3. He uses an objective O-side to quickly flips it back on Dee by claiming that she brings that on herself. He situates the blame on her, which is not surprising given that this is an argument launched by Dee’s I-language S-side. In arguments, I-language can often be heard as other-implicative (see Edwards & Potter, 2017). Talk about one’s own feelings has an inferential quality at times. The listener may infer that they are somehow being blamed or critiqued.

What is evident here is the ways O-sides are useful for handling the lurking blame that is hearable in I-language forays into relational critiques. In line 4, Dee continues to emphasize her own feelings using I-language, even claiming epistemic privilege for her stance. Earl cannot, after all, deny that she feels the way she feels. However, he orient once again to her S-side with another O-side deflection, which he does in lines 5-7. He once again emphasizes that her hurt is her own problem that she must deal with. What is clear here is the way the subject-side construction inherent in I-language is met with O-side resistance/deflection, and how these alternating constructions can unfold in the space of a burgeoning argument. In this next excerpt, Adi insinuates that her boyfriend Zane can be possessive.

Excerpt 2

ZA 5 (55:34)
1 Adi: it came up in the car (.) on way to practice
2 (. ) they just raggin’ on Marc and Holly haaha::
3 cause she’s up in his biz way much n’I was all::
4 uhh:: I feel that (.) I can relate=
5 Zan:  =why?
6 Adi: cuz: (.) I feel like (.) like how Marc feels.
7 Zan: nah fuck that (.) you are so wrong.
8 Adi: well I feel like you do kinda pry.
9 Zan: there might be a good reason for that.
10 Adi: that’s weak man (.) I know who I am.
11 Zan: do you? yeah Adi (.) you can be sketchy.
12 Adi: whatever.

The excerpt opens with Adi referencing a recent conversation she had with mutual friends where they were ‘raggin’ on their friend Holly for being too controlling on her boyfriend Marc. Using laughter as levity as well as hedges and displays of uncertainty, Adi delicately uses subject-side I-language to note that she can relate to Marc. She grounds her assessment and potential critique in her own perspective. In a way that parallels the first excerpt, Zane (line 7) counters with a strong O-side retort (“you are so wrong”) that dismisses her comparison and, by extension, the potential critique of him as controlling. In line 8, Adi again delicately uses the subjective-side I-language to say that she feels he does ‘kinda pry’. 
Following this turn, Zane ups the ante and uses strong O-side rejoinders to move from resistance to deflection. In line 9, he notes that ‘there might be a good reason for that’, which is an interesting move. It to some degree accepts the potential veracity of her claim that he does in fact pry, which lends some weight to the power of her S-side construction of her own feelings. However, instead of owning it or accepting blame for her feelings, he deflects it. She attempts to intercept the deflection in line 10 with an O-side/S-side combination move (“that’s weak man”/”I know who I am”). Again, the S-side works as a preliminary for another O-side response from Zane, who counters back in line 11 to first cast doubt (“do you?”) on her I-language construction, and then another strong O-side rejoinder in noting that Adi can be sketchy, which situates the blame on her for his prying behavior.

What is common across both except 1 and 2 is the oscillating pattern between S-side and O-side constructions. The use of I-language to subjectively anchor and a critique does not seem to soften the recipient for hearing something that is potentially difficult. Instead, the recipient typically responds with O-side dominant deflection. We can also see how O-side deflections build as the I-language of S-sides become epistemically stronger. Curiously, we also see that those using I-language (Dee and Adi in the first two excerpts) could at any point counter back with O-sides but instead for the most part stick to using subjective I-language to ground their positions.

4.2 The Use of S-side Feelings-Talk to Manage Other S-side Complaints

At times, one speaker would orient to an I-language position with their own S-side constructions.

Excerpt 3

YK 1 (5:25) Yael and Ken

1 Ken: I waited up until like at least 11:30.
2 Yael: you can call if ya don’t hear from me.
3 Ken: I’eh: () yeah I felt that’d be weird.
4 Yael: I feel it’d uv’been kinda sweet to=
5 Ken: =harass you?
6 Yael: NO: () it’s like gentleman () to me ()
7 makes me feel like you’re thinking of me.
8 Ken: I felt like if you were thinking of me that
9 you’d call () I was waiting up.
10 Yael: I didn’t know n’besides I think it’s weird= 11 Ken: =what is.
12 Yael: to be waiting up wanting to talk but not just 13 calling.
14 Ken: yeah to me that’s normal to not.
15 Yael: I’m sensing like a macho thing.
16 Ken: nope () just I’m gonna go to bed () you 17 have my number if ya wanna talk.
18 Yael: ugh: annoying.

Though not uncommon, this type of excerpt deviates from the most common pattern noted above. There is not the typical S- to O-side oscillation. There is also a dearth of O-sides in general. Instead, Ken and Yael use a cascade of consecutive S-sides (I-language) to manage their argument. The strong I-language begins in line 3 as Ken asserts that it would be weird for him to call his girlfriend when he is waiting up for her to call him. Yael feels it would be sweet (line 4) and a gentlemanly (line 6) sign that he was thinking of her (line 7); Ken feels it would be harassing (line 5). Not the way that no mutual agreement or shared perspective taking is achieved early on, even though both speakers are using exclusive I-language to communicate their own feelings on the matter. Note the way Ken uses an S-side in line 8-9 to deflect her own desire for thoughtfulness back on her. It is here that we can see that S-sides can smuggle in the feel of an O-side deflection.

As the excerpt continues, Yael parallels Ken’s previous move and uses an I-language construction across lines 10 and then 12-13 in a curious way. Using ‘I think’, she builds a S-side that feels like an O-side, though it omits the you-language typical in an O-side. Rather than saying ‘I think it’s weird for you to wait up wanting to talk…’, she speaks in the general voice and notes ‘I think it’s weird to be…’, thus softening her assertion from appearing directed at him specifically.
However, as evident in line 14, Ken takes it personally and responds with the I-language construction of ‘yeah to me’ in his rejection of Yael’s implicit critique of him. Yael then retorts with another S-side in line 15 (“I’m sensing”) that again implicitly criticizes Ken’s resistance to reach out as a ‘macho thing.’ This S-side use of I-language once again has the feel of an O-side, though it is not explicitly built that way. The key take-away here is that even when I-language dominates in the form of consecutive S-side talk about one’s own feelings, there is not necessarily agreement, cooperation, or affiliation, as the previous literature on I-language might predict. In fact, I-language can often have the feel on an O-side and can be oriented to as such.

This next section shows an example of what happens when consecutive O-sides dominate and the use of I-language is severely mitigated. Note the effect this has on intersubjective alignment, agreement, and cooperation.

4.3 The Use of Consecutive O-sides (the Omission of I-language)

Excerpt 4

HJ 3 (19:33)

1 Hen: Sean and Mike are always talkin’ shit bout
2 Alyssa (.) basically that she gets in Chris’
3 head n’stuff (.) keeps him from them.
4 Jos: since when? (.) she seems cool t’me=
5 Hen: =hahha seriously (.) she’s been like that
6 for months (.) started with the road trip.
7 Jos: that’s cause those guys are jealous.
8 Hen: you defending her? (.) that’s kinda ironic.
9 Jos: no:: not really and I’m not her so shut the
10 fugggh:: up (.) but no yeah=
11 Hen: it’s so damn annoying (.) trust me.
12 Jos: you even seen it? (.) like first hand?
13 Hen: no but I don’t need to.
14 Jos: you trust yo’boys wa::y to much.
15 Hen: you’re naïve hahaha::.
16 Jos: maybe I dunno (.) jus glad we ain’t like that.
17 Hen: seriously (.) I could not deal.
18 Jos: ohh:: you got it so:: good dontcha? hahah.
19 Hen: almost as good as youhahha.
20 Jos: ok now(hha) let’s not be ridiculous.

This type of excerpt features a glut of initial O-sides in contrast to the more typical I-language openers that set off arguments. Common to these types of arguments is that the speakers are focused on external others (here, Henry starts by critiquing their mutual friend Alyssa for being controlling of her boyfriend Chris, as reported by their mutual friends Sean and Mike). Because they are building their brief tiff around others, it is not surprising that O-side assessments dominate the opening lines (through line 7). It is less personal (at first). However, in line 8, Henry positions Joss as potentially defending Alyssa’s controlling behavior, which he cites as “ironic”. His characterization of it as ironic is brought off with an O-side. She rejects his conjecture (lines 9-10) and playfully (using a derivation of the phrase ‘shut the fuck up’) reprimands Henry. Her terminal “but no yeah” is a re-indexing of her point in line 7 that jealousy on the part of Sean and Mike is at play here.

In line 11, Henry does not escalate her reproach, but rather uses another O-side to critique Alyssa’s behavior (“it’s so damn annoying). He does not go after Joss at all. Joss challenges his interpretation, and then uses an O-side to say that Henry trusts his male friend’s interpretation too much. Henry counters with an O-side that positions Joss as naïve, but laughs as he delivers it, which softens it and casts it in a potential play frame. The excerpt ends by the two appreciating that they are glad that their relationship is not like this, and that they have it good by comparison. Several things are noteworthy here. The first is that O-sides are much more resilient when it comes to deflection. They seem less delicate. While S-side critiques are often flipped back and deflected, the O-sides here are not. Instead, there is a kind of tic-for-tat
exchange that centers less on assigning blame than on exchanging critiques. Second, strings of O-side critiques are more likely to result in alignment, agreement, and affiliation. This is especially true when external others are part of the fodder in the argument. It’s as if the O-side dominated gossip frame allows the speakers to pursue commonality more easily than would be the case if they used I-language to take personal positions vis-à-vis the other. This is an important finding that further undermines the bald claim that I-language may be most useful for finding commonality and affiliation. Here we see how consecutive O-sides create affiliation.

These last 3 excerpts are especially interesting. They feature a peculiar use of the subjective element of I-language and how it is created to not simply share one’s feelings but instead to display a kind of meta-subjective awareness of the ways one’s own issues may impact the other and thus contribute to the conflict.

4.4 Using S-sides to Display a Meta-Subjective Awareness of the Other’s Potential Feelings

Excerpt 5

MN 4 (33:34)

1 Nat: we are only going for a few days (.) I
2 said that (.) you don’t listen (.) n’
3 instead accuse me of forgetting which
4 I didn’t.
5 Mic: but you do forget and don’t listen (.)
6 often (.) so yeah I’m not jus’gonna like
7 forget that ok.
8 Nat: but I didn’t this time.
9 Mic: yeah ok (.) I overreacted n’ I do that=
10 Nat: =n’I feel set off.
11 Mic: I feel that ( .) ok.
12 Nat: yeah:: I mean ( .) ok ( .) I can see ( .)
13 yah I do forget some things ( .) but I try
14 with the big stuff.
15 Mic: well my birthday is soon so ya better not
16 forget that(hhaa).

Nate opens with a double O-side (“you don’t listen” and “accuse me of forgetting) critique. Michelle counters back with a general O-side dispositional scripting (see Edwards, 1994) of “you do forget and don’t listen”, which deflects his claim that she does not listen back on him. Nate then notes that he did not “this time”, which is hearable as a concession that there is truth to her O-side scripting. This concession is important. It displays awareness of her position and sets a new trajectory for their argument. Michelle then agrees (“yeah ok”) and then switches to a softer and more self-aware I-language S-side in admitting that “I overreacted n’ I do that”). The tone has shifted. Nate does not follow her S-side with a typical O-side deflection. Instead, he follows with the S-side I-language in acknowledging that he feels set off. Rather than respond with an O-side deflection to his S-side, Michelle responds with another self-aware use of I-language and appreciates (“I feel that”) his sentiment. She displays acceptance and understanding of his position. Nate continues this (lines 12-14) building of intersubjective awareness with more I-language to display extended awareness of his girlfriend’s experience of his forgetfulness. By the end of the excerpt, they are playfully joking about upcoming birthdays. What we see here is a new use of I-language to claim a different kind of subjective stance that is less about one’s own perspective and more about an awareness of both perspectives.

Consider the next excerpt between Lou and Val arguing about Val’s phone behavior that features a similar pattern.

Excerpt 6

LV 4 (14:22)
Lou: oh now don’t pick on Seth cuz we’both
   know you do that (.) a lot.
Val: ok first all of ain’t the same (.)
Lou: = I’m YEAH you jus’ let it ring (.)
   like flip it to silent (.) don’t pick up
   (. ) looks shady as fuck.
(1.0)
Lou: n’ I know I like look like a lil’ bitch=
Val: =hahahha I was bout ta’say.
Lou: okay okay but I’m jus sayin’.
Val: hey look (.) okay (.) you ain’t a bitch n’
   I am NOT trying to hide anything or look
   sketchy n’ I know I do.
Lou: ok.
Val: I’ll stop that (.) no problem (.) no need
   to make ya feel any way bout it.
Lou: thank you baby.
Val: it’s all good babes I gotchu (.) I feel ya.

Similar to the previous excerpt, there is a similar pattern, then in lines 5-14 Lou inserts an O-side “looks shady as fuck” (line 7), which after a slight pause, he softens to a more self-reflective and other-oriented S-sides in line 9, saying “I know I like look like a lil’ bitch”. This is another peculiar S-side that is less about Lou’s feelings per se than it is about his awareness of how his actions look to his partner. Notice Val’s receipt is not an O-side deflection, but is a laughter plus knowing S-side agreement. In what follows, Val defends Lou (‘you ain’t a bitch’) an then herself uses an S-side in a similar other-oriented fashion to admit she knows she looks sketchy. As the excerpt plays out, the two use these unique other-oriented I-language S-side constructions to coordinate a shared perspective, take personal responsibility for the parts they each play in the conflict, and then affectively affiliate with one another by the end of the exchange.

This final excerpt between Aly and Dan arguing about Dan being perpetually late features this same pattern.

Excerpt 7
AD 2 (25:12)
Aly: ok so what time? is it 6 or 6:15 or?
Dan: I said 6 so that=
Aly: =yeah but 6 ends up being 6:15 or 6:30.
Dan: are you being serious (.) my god Aly.
Aly: yeah you aren’t reliable (.) you just
   do whatcha want half the time.
Dan: wow.
Aly: you don’t watch your pho=
Dan: =exactly no I don’t obsess bout time=
Aly: =right ( . ) I get it ( . ) you are in the
   moment ( . ) it’s outta your control when
   you get to leave.
Dan: yes ( . ) you think I like letting you down?
   I hate it ( . ) n’ I know I do.
14 Aly: it’s fine (.) I know you intend well.

15 Dan: yes (.) n’t trust I know you don’t like waiting
                        around for me (.) I know that blows.

16 Aly: yes it’s tough.

The S-O oscillating pattern begins across lines 10-12 as Aly constructs an other-oriented S-O combination as she opens with the “I get it” S-side then follows it with two O-sides about Dan being in the moment and not being able to control when he leaves. She effectively communicates understanding about who he is and his situation. As expected, this solicits alignment from Dan who agrees with her perspective and then a S-side acknowledgment that he knows he is letting her down and does not like it. Like in the previous two excerpts, this use of S-sides to project awareness of the other’s perspective leads to both an aligning of perspectives on the situation as well as affective affiliation. Though these unique moments of other-oriented S-sides were not nearly as prevalent in this corpus as the more self-focused variety of S-sides, they reveal a very telling and important contrast that warrants further examination.

5. Discussion

The goal of this study has been to explore how young adult couples use I-language (references to their own feelings or thoughts) to handle the delicacy of argumentative exchanges in their natural contexts. Because I-language draws exclusively on S-sides (subjective assessments/evaluations), a discursive approach was utilized because of its microanalytic ability to examine both the subjective and objective nature of assessments and descriptions of people’s dispositions and action as well as events in the world. Each type of assessment offers a unique type of epistemic weight for constructing positions that involve accountability in moments of argumentative exchange. The hope was to find out if patterns existed with the ways I-language drew on S- and O-sides.

A key finding is that most of the arguments were initiated with the unique features of S-side I-language and were often formulated in ways that tended to the delicate nature of the making a critique during conflict. The rhetorical weight of the critique was grounded in the lived experience of the speaker rather than casting it as an objective fact. Further, the I-language used to initiate a critique was predominately taken up not in a parallel fashion with other I-language, as the literature might predict, but with strong O-sides that flipped or deflected the blame back on the original speaker. It was if the speaker honed in on the hearable critique and, rather than take it in or respond back with their own feelings, the recipient both outright rejected the critique and, more importantly, showed that the original speaker was actually to blame for feeling the way they did. Here, we can see the power of O-sides for not simply managing compliments (see Edwards & Potter, 2017), but also for deflecting I-language.

Although the S- to O-side oscillation was the most prevalent way that I-language was managed during argumentative exchanges, there were exceptions to this pattern. At times, there was a cascade of consecutive S-sides (I-language) used to both launch and manage critiques. Although both speakers were speaking with almost exclusive I-language, it was uncommon for the speakers to reach agreement or shared perspectives. Instead, the moments where I-language was used consecutively both speakers often smuggled in the feel of O-side deflections, a finding that goes against the grain of the extant research on the reciprocal use of I-language during arguments. It is possible that these were examples where I-language was used almost formulaically or disengenously as a simple token preface to launch what is otherwise a hearable O-side.

At other moments, O-sides dominated the argumentative texture of the interaction. In these examples, the speakers often focused, at least initially, on critiquing an external other. That seemed to create an environment ripe for the omission of I-language, since talking about others is less personal or delicate. This allows the speakers to create a foil for the relational issues, or a contrast by which they can show they have it good by comparison. Though personal critiques do surface in the form of tic-for-tac barbs during these exchanges, they seemed less relationally threatening. In general, O-sides seemed more resistance to deflection and thus less delicate interpersonally. Most importantly, consecutive O-sides are more likely to result in agreement and affiliation by the terminus of the exchange. As noted earlier, it is as if the gossip frame made it easier to both digest and roll with the tic-for-tac barbs and pursue commonality. This finding further undermines the idea that I-language is a most sanguine route for mitigating conflict and pursuing mutual understanding. In these examples, we see how consecutive O-sides create affiliation.

Perhaps the most interesting finding centered on the ways that some types of I-language used S-sides to display a kind of meta-subjective self-awareness of the either the other’s potential feelings or an awareness of the intricacies of the relational dynamic itself. There are thus at least two ways to have feelings or thoughts that get articulated in the form of I-language. The first is a more narrow or circumscribed view of one’s own feelings/thoughts. The second is a broader more expansive view of one’s own feelings about how the other might be feeling or about the workings of the overall relationship in general. It is this second type of perspective that surfaced in some excerpts. Evident in these excerpts is a
new use of I-language to claim a different kind of subjective stance that is less about one’s own perspective and more about an awareness of the other or of both perspectives. The I-language here feels more sophisticated and less solipsistic. It is other-oriented I-language and S-sides that take responsibility (thus inoculating against the need for deflection from the other), and create a space for shared perspective-taking. This often led to alignment as well as affective affiliation. Although far more research is needed on this variety of I-language, it does suggest a sanguine route for the use of I-language. This would radically reshapes the way communication researchers might recommend the use of I-language in conflict. Rather than encourage people to simply express their own feelings, it might be productive to encourage speakers to additionally express how they understand the other’s feelings or the overall dynamic in general (a kind of meta-subjective focus).

The broad aim of this study is to examine the live interactions of romantic couples in their everyday contexts, with a particular focus on how arguments and conflict is managed interactively. This focus is rare in interpersonal communication research. Further, the use of I-language has a long-standing history that is, currently, increasingly facing scrutiny. This study adds to that realm of inquiry by differentiating the different ways that I-language is actually used by couples, with an emphasis on how various patterns work (or do not work) in mediating conflict. A discursive approach opens us promising opportunities for exploring the mico-analytic interactive processes that couples enage in when negotiating their relationships.

**Appendix 1: Transcription Conventions**

- () Short pause of less than 1 second
- (1.5) Timed pause in seconds
- [overlap] Overlapping speech
- ↑ Rising intonation
- ↓ Falling intonation
- °quieter° Encloses talk that is quieter than the surrounding talk
- LOUD Talk that is louder than the surrounding talk
- **Bold** Words emphasized by the transcriber for analytic purposes
- Underlined Emphasis
- >faster< Encloses talk that is faster than the surrounding talk
- <slower> Encloses talk that is slower than the surrounding talk
- (brackets) Encloses words the transcriber is unsure about
- ((comments)) Encloses comments from the transcriber
- rea::ly Elongation of the prior sound
- . Stop in intonation
- = Immediate latching of successive talk
- […] Where material from the tape has been omitted for reasons of brevity
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